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Among the pleiotropic effects attributed to the newly discovered SARS-CoV-2 virus, several
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observations recently pointed towards a psychopathological behaviour in mentally-retarded Twittos
characterized by a tendency to believe they have a Nobel Prize in Medicine even if they don’t know shit
about sciences (D.R, personal communication).
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In this double dumb, egocentric, randomized data, observational study, HCQ promotion on Twitter was
statistically associated with permanent brain damage (p-value < Planck constant) and was clinically
manifested by a Pavlovian reflex to support scatological science in response to the non-sensical
Youtube videos of a long-hair, bearded individual with a funny accent and whose mental state could not
be assessed because of vacuum quantum fluctuation. Sodium hypochlorite proved ineffective at
restoring minimal neuronal activity.

M E T H O D S
Recruitment: a single tweet questioning the validity of the data
regarding HCQ’s efficacy was sent at 21h42, and responses were
collected until 21h43 (N=12 832 responses). Exclusion criteria:
Participants were screened for residual brain activity using
Arecibo’s radio telescope (the Hawking radiation of the SgrA*
black hole was used as upper threshold value, none excluded). 1
“You should add Zinc” responders (N=8 416) were excluded for
communication-related disabilities (the present author couldn’t
understand what the fuck they were talking about).2 Study plan:
Patients recruited had ad libitum access to toilet paper, Pastis 51
and Donald Trump’s twitter account. Confounding factors
(paranoiac conspiracy theories about Big Pharma and/or Bill
Gate’s RFID vaccine, climate change skepticism, scooter injury,
“Plus belle la vie” fan club) were corrected using the CooperHofstadter-Wolowitz circular regression method until data
matched our pre-established conclusion. The fake 65000 Lupus
patients from Italy were used as control group (courtesy of Dr
House, Princeton-Plainsboro hospital). Treatment: Therapeutic
intervention was attempted using our unilaterally approved
standard-of-care therapy, consisting in intra-rectal infusion of a
72mol/L sodium hypochlorite (Eau-de-Javel® Eucalyptus perfume,
Carrefour-Market) solution administered at 27L/min for at least
48h under telemedical supervision (Prevent Senior Institute, Sao
Paulo). However, no improvement in symptoms was observed
(gut microbiota can therefore be ruled out as potential culprits for
the disease).3 Further studies are ongong to establish whether
neuronal connections can be restored in these critically injured
individuals.4a,b
C O N C L U S I O N
What we’ve got here is failure to communicate. In light of the
dramatic pandemic the world is currently facing, and despite the
unanimously acclaimed devotion by medical staff commanding
worldwide respect and support, supplemented by the tremendous
amount of work generated by real scientists in quest for
desperately awaited efficacious remedies and/or protective
vaccines, this observational study suggests that finding a cure for

everybody without any discrimination based on a minimum level
of critical rationality in the intention-to-treat population may not be
the best service humanity can offer to our endangered planet. End
of the game.
S U P P L E M E N T A R Y
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Fake-interview with my sequestered PhD student available online at
www.youporn.com/DédéRaëlt-myskullringinyourass.
C O N F L I C T

O F
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Megalomaniac interest in writing as many rubbish preprints as possible and
making online buzz.
A U T H O R

C O N T R I B U T I O N

D.R. wrote the conclusion, provided free booze for everyone, then designed
the study and yelled at anyone who disagree.
E T H I C S

S T A T E M E N T

The present study was approved by the “Amicale des chasseurs de
sangliers de Luminy” committee. No mentally sane individual was involved
in this investigation, but 3 PhD students committed suicide during the
course of the study.
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